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[1] Experiments for generating extremely low frequency (ELF) radio waves using
modulated HF heating of the auroral ionosphere have been conducted and refined at the
High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP) facility at Gakona, Alaska.
Because this technique is dependent on strength of the naturally generated electrojet
current system, the amplitude of the generated ELF changes with geophysical conditions.
Past work has shown that electrojet current strength as measured by magnetometers often
correlates with generated ELF amplitude, but there are periods of poor or negative
correlation. We attempt to use additional diagnostics from a radar, riometer, ionosonde,
and magnetometer chain to understand how ionospheric conditions affect ELF generation.
We then present the results of a statistical model that shows that ELF amplitude is
roughly proportional to magnetometer measurements for a fixed value of riometer
absorption and that the proportionality constant decreases as riometer absorption
increases. Theoretical simulations of modulated heating are conducted for a variety of
ionospheric density profiles to verify that denser profiles result in smaller gains for ELF
generation as a function of electrojet current at a given electric field.
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1. Introduction

[2] Experiments involving generation of extremely low
frequency (ELF, up to 3 kHz) and very low frequency
(VLF, 3–30 kHz) electromagnetic waves using modulated
ionospheric heating have been conducted since Getmantsev
et al. [1974]. The technique of using high‐frequency (HF,
3–30 MHz) radiation to modulate the temperature and
conductivity of the D region ionosphere has the benefit of
utilizing the natural current systems existing in the upper
atmosphere, thus easing the difficulties of creating a cur-
rent source large enough to radiate at such long wave-
lengths. The High Frequency Active Auroral Research
Program (HAARP) heating facility in Gakona, Alaska (geo-
graphic: 62.39°N, 145.15°W, geomagnetic: 63.0°N, MLT =
UT + 10.8) is currently the most powerful such heater.
[3] Modulated D region heating still suffers from low

efficiency despite the high power available at HAARP
(3.6 MW > 1 GW ERP) and new techniques have been
discovered for increasing the power of the generated ELF
waves. For example, a new geometric modulation technique

described by Cohen et al. [2010b] has shown improvements
of ∼10 dB in received amplitude when compared to simple
amplitude modulation. However, natural changes in the
electrojet are often the dominant source of variability in ELF
generation and concerns over the reliability of modulated
heating as an ELF source center around this variability. Data
presented byRietveld et al. [1987] andOikarinen et al. [1997]
show natural amplitude fluctuations of at least 12 dB. It is
usually assumed that natural changes in ELF amplitude cor-
relate directly with changes in electrojet current strength.
Magnetometers provide a simple way for measuring the
electrojet strength by reporting 3 components of the Earth’s
magnetic field: typically H in the magnetic northward
direction, D, in the magnetic eastward direction, and Z in the
vertical direction. Kamide et al. [1982] showed the total
overhead east‐west current is linearly proportional toDH, the
difference between the measured value of H and its undis-
turbed value during quiet conditions. However, experimental
data often shows periods where electrojet current strength and
ELF amplitude are poorly or negatively correlated [Rietveld
et al., 1987; Oikarinen et al., 1997; Jin et al., 2009].
[4] The earliest attempts to correlate ELF generation with

other measurements were shown by Kapustin et al. [1977],
who noted a positive, linear correlation between ELF
amplitude and magnetometer measurements but did not
quantify the relationship. Rietveld et al. [1983, 1987], and
Oikarinen et al. [1997] present many more examples from
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the ionospheric heater at Tromsø noting cases of positive,
weak, and negative correlation between ELF intensity and
magnetometer data. Rietveld et al. [1987] attempt to corre-
late ELF intensity with riometer absorption and the electric
field driving the electrojet as measured by STARE. Corre-
lation between ELF amplitude and STARE was always
positive with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.17 to
0.89. Correlation coefficients for DH were mixed ranging
from −0.23 to 0.93, and correlation with riometer absorption
was worse. However, the riometer‐ELF correlation coeffi-
cients with the highest magnitude were always negative.
Rietveld et al. [1987] mention that this negative correlation
may be the result of lower electric fields that accompany
periods of high absorption. Jin et al. [2009] showed statis-
tical data where ELF amplitude is positively and linearly
correlated with DH in 55% of cases. However, this pro-
portionality constant changes depending on whether condi-
tions were disturbed. The proportionality constant is larger
in time intervals when DH is small, and smaller when DH
is larger.
[5] Modeling can provide insight into why the relation-

ship between the electrojet and ELF strength changes. Barr
and Stubbe [1984] found that different ionospheric electron
density profiles had very subtle effects on both generation of
the current moment and propagation in the Earth‐ionosphere
waveguide. While higher densities resulted in less excitation
of the ionosphere, this effect was compensated for by
decreasing source altitudes and better waveguide excitation
suggesting little overall effect of electron density on mea-
sured ELF amplitude.
[6] In this paper, we assemble a large collection of ELF

measurements taken during HAARP experiments and
examine how they relate to other ionospheric diagnostics
such as magnetometer, riometer, radar and ionosonde data.
We construct a statistical neural network model using the
riometer, magnetometer, and ionosonde data to predict ELF
intensity. Finally we use a HF heating model and full‐wave
propagation model to explore how received ELF fields and
magnetometer measurements would be affected by different
electron density profiles and electric fields and compare the
results to the statistical model.

2. Data Set and Observations

[7] To measure the strength of the generated ELF signals,
ELF data is taken from an AWESOME ELF/VLF receiver
[Cohen et al., 2010c] located in Chistochina, Alaska 37 km
northeast of HAARP. The receiver processes signals from
two orthogonal loop antennas and can detect signal levels as
low as 1 fT. We use data taken from 2007 and 2008 when
HAARP was transmitting with a full‐power (3600 kW),
vertical, X‐mode beam, modulated at 2125–2130 Hz with
a 40–50% duty cycle. This totals 2596 min of experiment
time over 20 days during nighttime at 100 km altitude, and
2127 min over 20 days during daytime. Because HAARP
experiment formats typically use pulses of a few seconds
at each frequency, ELF amplitude is taken by mixing each
pulse at 2125 or 2130 Hz to baseband then taking the
median amplitude. The amplitudes from each antenna are
combined to yield the magnitude of the horizontal com-
ponent of the wave magnetic field in pT. The time reso-
lution is then the period of the format, typically 30 s.

There are 6262 such pulses during nighttime and 4328
during daytime.
[8] To estimate the strength of the east‐west electrojet

current, we use data from the Geophysical Institute Magne-
tometer Array [Wilkinson and Heavner, 2006]. The Gakona
magnetometer is located at the HAARP facility. It samples
the H, D, and Z components of the magnetic field once per
second. An estimate of the quiet time magnetic field is made
from the average value of H on nearby quiet days and sub-
tracted from the magnetometer’s H measurement to yield
DH. The value ofDH at HAARP is used as an estimate of the
overhead current, i.e., the current available for HAARP to
modulate. However, at times strong currents at further dis-
tances (primarily to the north as HAARP is typically located
equatorward of peak electrojet) will produce magnetic per-
turbations on the Gakona magnetometer, but they would not
be subject to modulation using HAARP. To explore how the
spatial distribution of the currents affects ELF generation, we
use the Geophysical Institute’s Geospace Environment Data
Display System (GEDDS) which provides estimates of
equivalent horizontal currents at latitudes in one degree in-
crements from 59°N to 71°N [Sun et al., 1993] with 1 min
time resolution based on measurements from a chain of
6 magnetometers.
[9] Riometer data is used to infer changes in the D and E

region ionospheric densities and is taken from the HAARP
classic riometer, which receives radio noise from the sky at
30 MHz. The quiet day curve containing the expected signal
from the detector in the absence of ionospheric absorption is
subtracted from the actual detector signal to yield the
absorption in dB. Interference can result in negative
absorption values when the detector signal is greater than
the quiet day curve. These values are clipped to 0 dB. Data
are sampled every minute.
[10] Ionosonde data is also used to estimate changes in the

E region density. The HAARP ionosonde provided by the
University of Massachusetts at Lowell uses automated algo-
rithms to determine ionospheric parameters from ionograms.
Of interest here are the E and sporadic E critical frequencies
(f0E and f0Es). Although such automated processing is not
completely reliable, assembling a large number of observa-
tions may reveal trends in how E region parameters affect
ELF generation. The time resolution of the ionosonde data
set is 15 min so the relevant value corresponding to each ELF
pulse is defined as the value of the closest 15 min interval if it
is given. Using this technique, 46% of the ELF receptions in
this data set are associated with sporadic E values. The
software did not report f0E for any of the nighttime cases.
[11] An estimate of the electric field above HAARP

would be an ideal diagnostic for examining ELF genera-
tion efficiency. As part of the Super Dual Auroral Radar
Network (SuperDARN), the coherent scatter HF radar at
Kodiak provides coverage over HAARP. These radars
require the presence of ionospheric density irregularities to
act as scatterers in order to determine the electric field, but
unfortunately irregularities are absent at Kodiak for almost
all of the ELF experiments conducted at HAARP. Thus, in
order to estimate the local electric field, we use global
convection maps derived from the SuperDARN array
[Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998; Shepherd and Ruohoniemi,
2000]. In this approach, ionospheric convection velocities
derived from the SuperDARN network are fitted to an
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expansion of the electrostatic potential in terms of spheri-
cal harmonic functions. A statistical model, which is
dependent on the IMF direction, is used to constrain the
solution in regions where no SuperDARN data are avail-
able. The resulting convection maps are optimized toward
large‐scale convection patterns and are not ideal for resolving
small‐scale features over HAARP [Chisham et al., 2007].
The local electric field at HAARP is interpolated from the
global convection map and the northward component of the
field is available every 10 min.
[12] Figure 1 summarizes data from each of the instru-

ments. The data are from an approximately 3 h experiment
starting on 15 March 2008 at 06:48 UT. The panels from top
to bottom show (Figure 1a) ELF amplitude at Chistochina,
(Figure 1b)DH from the Gakona magnetometer, (Figure 1c)
riometer absorption at HAARP, (Figure 1d) the magnitude
of the estimated northward component of the electric field at
HAARP from the SuperDARN network (∣EN∣), (Figure 1e)
the spatial distribution of the electrojet current density (J )

derived from the magnetometer array. There were only a
few points where the ionosonde detected a sporadic E layer
so f0Es is not shown. Near 08:36 UT a substorm occurred
with DH approaching 300 nT. However, ELF amplitude
during the substorm only reaches 2 pT compared to am-
plitudes around 1 pT during the quiet period. Riometer
absorption is very low in the hour before substorm onset,
then increases to ∼1 dB. Electric field is varying throughout.
The electrojet currents in Figure 1e also intensify during the
substorm but mostly at higher latitudes between 65°N to
70°N. ELF generation is correlated with ∣DH∣ both before
(correlation coefficient = 0.33) and after (correlation coeffi-
cient = 0.74) the substorm. While the correlation coefficient
of 0.33 before the substorm shows a weak correlation, the
probability of error is much less than 0.05 indicating that the
correlation is still statistically significant. The proportionality
constant (0.18 pT/nT before the substorm and 0.01 pT/nT
after) is clearly different. This disparity and its relationship to
the larger values of riometer absorption and other ionospheric
parameters during the substorm will be quantified with sta-
tistical and theoretical models.

3. Statistical Model

3.1. Methodology

[13] In order to further examine the efficiency of ELF
generation, we create a statistical model of ELF strength as a
function of multiple ionospheric parameters. We use a
neural network to fit the detected ELF signal strength at
Chistochina to different combinations of magnetometer, ri-
ometer, E and sporadic E critical frequency, and electric
field inputs. A neural network is one technique for fitting a
multidimensional input data set to an output set. Once the
network is trained by fitting known measurements, it can
then estimate the ELF strength when given new values for
the inputs.
[14] The neural network used here consists of a layer of

10 hidden neurons and an output layer of a single neuron.
The hidden layer neurons each receive the inputs, find a
weighted sum, apply a bias, and pass them through a
hyperbolic tangent function. The output neuron receives
the outputs from the hidden layer neurons, weighs and
biases them, and then passes the result through a linear
function whose output is the output of the model. The
weights and biases are determined with a training algo-
rithm on data randomly selected from 70% of the input
data with the remaining 30% used for testing and valida-
tion. Training involves choosing a set of weights and
biases that minimizes the network’s squared error (the
squared difference between the network’s output and the
measured data). This can be a difficult problem because of
the large number of parameters that must be adjusted. For
example, the 10 neurons in the hidden layer with 2 inputs
have 20 weights and 10 bias values that must be chosen.
Several algorithms can be used to find a local minimum for
the network’s error over this 30 dimensional space. These
are usually iterative algorithms that start at some value for
the network’s parameters, choose a new value for the
parameters (based on the gradient of the network’s error
function for example), and repeat until it meets some
stopping criteria. We use the Levenberg‐Marquadt training
algorithm as it provides good performance and is fast for

Figure 1. Plots of (a) 2125 Hz ELF amplitude at Chisto-
china, Alaska, from 06:48 to 09:59 UT and (b) ∣DH∣ at
Gakona, Alaska, over the same period showing an
increase in activity at 08:36 UT. The increase in ELF
amplitude after 08:36 UT is less dramatic. (c) Riometer
data show low absorption immediately before 08:36 UT
and high absorption afterward. (d) Northward component
of the electric field from SuperDARN is not substantially
stronger after 08:36 UT than before. (e) Electrojet intensi-
fies substantially after 08:36 but mostly at higher latitudes.
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the size of the network we use [Hagan and Menhaj, 1994].
See Fine [1999] for a good introduction to this neural
network architecture including a summary of training al-
gorithms. The Neural Network Toolbox in the MATLAB
software package was used to perform the fitting.
[15] Neural networks have a disadvantage in that the

weights and biases that compose the inner workings of the
neural network provide no insight as to how the inputs affect
the outputs. For example, multiple linear regression, an
alternate technique for multidimensional fitting, assigns
coefficients to each input and the magnitude and sign of
these coefficients can indicate the significance of each input
to the output and whether the input is directly or inversely
related to the output. For neural networks, an alternative is
to sweep one or two inputs at a time while holding the
remaining ones constant. Plotting how the output changes
with input can then reveal any relationships between the
inputs and output. We choose to use neural networks because
they have the advantage of scaling easily as the number of
input vectors increase and fitting complex relationships
between outputs and inputs where it is more difficult to
achieve good results using other techniques such as multiple
linear regression.
[16] We construct several neural networks each with ELF

amplitude measured at Chistochina as the output and com-
binations of ∣DH∣ from the HAARP magnetometer, elec-
trojet current from a magnetometer chain, E and sporadic E
layer critical frequencies, and ∣EN∣ from SuperDARN as
inputs. The results are summarized in Table 1 which lists the
inputs to each network, the correlation coefficient between
the model output and measured output of ELF amplitude
and the number of data points available for training and
testing the model.
[17] The statistical model using only ∣DH∣ and riometer

absorption performs well with a correlation coefficient of
0.87 between the model output and measured ELF ampli-
tudes for all nighttime data. The model using ∣DH∣ and ∣EN∣
also performs well with a correlation coefficient of 0.81.
Including all 3 instruments only increases the correlation to
0.88 indicating that a model using only a magnetometer and
either the riometer or the electric field is sufficient. We
choose to drop the electric fields and focus on models uti-
lizing the magnetometer and riometer. Although a statistical
model utilizing only the magnetometer and electric field was
able to reproduce measured data reasonably well, the actual
output of the model is difficult to interpret and not physi-
cally intuitive. We could not discern any clear relationship

between the electric field and ELF generation, which may
indicate that the SuperDARN data are not reliable for this
purpose due to the lack of irregularities above HAARP. A
time resolution of 10 min also forced us to interpolate which
may increase errors further though both linear and cubic
spline interpolation were tried.
[18] A similar model using sporadic E critical fre-

quencymeasurements from the HAARP ionosonde instead of
riometer absorption performed slightly better in nighttime
cases when this measurement was available, resulting in a
correlation coefficient of 0.90.When combined with riometer
data, a correlation coefficient of 0.94 was achieved.
[19] The daytime model using ∣DH∣ and riometer has

worse performance than the nighttime model with a corre-
lation coefficient near 0.6. Including E and sporadic E
critical frequency in the model improves the correlation but
only over a very narrow range of input values. The largest
daytime value for ∣DH∣ was only 61 nT when only
including cases with sporadic E data and only 50 nT when
only including cases with E layer data.
[20] A concern with relying on the HAARP magnetometer

is detection of strong currents much further north than
HAARP that would not contribute to ELF generation.
Figure 2a shows the intensity of the current at each of these
latitudes for HAARP transmissions which resulted in ELF
amplitudes along the x axis. The ELF amplitudes are sorted
by amplitude. When ELF amplitudes were stronger (toward
the right), the currents not only intensify but also move
southward. To ensure that the magnetometer is a reasonable
measure of the overhead current we plot the current at
HAARP’s latitude versus ∣DH∣ measured with the Gakona
magnetometer in Figure 2b. ELF amplitude is shown in
color. The correlation between the two is strong, indicating
that the magnetometer is an acceptable diagnostic of the
overhead currents although there are still points where the
magnetometer overestimates the overhead current. How-

Table 1. Neural Networks Constructed, the Correlation Coefficient
(r) Between Model Output and Measurements, and Number of ELF
Receptions Available for Training

Inputs

Night Day

r Number of Points r Number of Points

∣DH∣, ∣EN∣ 0.81 6262 0.6 4322
∣DH∣, Riometer 0.87 6262 0.6 4326
∣DH∣, Riometer, ∣EN∣ 0.88 6262 0.67 4322
∣DH∣, f0E ‐ 0 0.79 1175
∣DH∣, f0Es 0.90 2875 0.85 922
∣DH∣, f0Es, Riometer 0.94 2875 0.92 922
J, Riometer 0.75 5209 0.73 3661
J, f0Es 0.88 2604 0.78 893

Figure 2. (a) Median electrojet current over latitude in
cases where ELF intensity was in a given bin. (b) Electrojet
current at HAARP’s latitude plotted against ∣DH∣ showing
generally good correlation, but with cases where ∣DH∣ is
high compared to the overhead current. ELF intensity is
shown in color.
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ever, using the equivalent current at HAARP’s latitude
instead of the Gakona magnetometer resulted in slightly
worse correlation between the statistical models and data
(e.g., 0.75 versus 0.87 when also using riometer data). The
magnetometer has better time resolution, and sits directly
under the heated region and is thus more sensitive to local
variations in the current instead of being a single current
estimate over a swath of latitude. Thus we use ∣DH∣ in all
the statistical models instead of the computed electrojet
current.
[21] We present detailed results of three models, the ∣DH∣

and riometer model for both daytime and nighttime and the
∣DH∣ and f0Es model for nighttime. Models with more than
two input variables are more difficult to visualize and not
discussed.

3.2. Riometer Results

[22] The results of the nighttime neural network model
using magnetometer and riometer data as input show that for
a given value of DH, lower values of riometer absorption
result in stronger ELF amplitudes. Figure 3 shows the output
of the model, ELF amplitude, by color plotted against input

values of ∣DH∣ and absorption. The black dots indicate the
measurements that were used to train the model, and the
model output is blanked out where there was insufficient
input training data. The statistical model shows that the
strongest ELF occurs when DH is high and riometer
absorption is near zero. Figure 3 also plots the predicted
ELF intensity against DH at 10 riometer values. ELF in-
creases roughly linearly withDH with all lines crossing near
the origin as expected. As riometer absorption increases
from 0 dB to ∼0.2 dB, the slope of the lines decreases from
0.01 pT/nT to 0.005 pT/nT. As the absorption increases
further, the slope stops decreasing and starts increasing
again to roughly 0.007 pT/nT although this is still smaller
than the slopes at low absorption values less than 0.1 dB.
The model may be less accurate at higher absorption values
because less data are available. The range of slopes is
consistent with those found by least squares fitting to 18 min
blocks of data shown by Jin et al. [2009].
[23] The results of the daytime model in Figure 4 again

with DH and riometer shows similar results. Because the
range of DH and absorption values is more limited, we only
show the output to 100 nT of ∣DH∣ and 1 dB of absorption.

Figure 3. Output of nighttime neural network model showing predicted ELF amplitude versus input
values of riometer absorption and ∣DH∣. ELF amplitude increases with ∣DH∣ but more so with lower absorp-
tion values. Black dots indicate the measurements that were used to train themodel. ELF versus ∣DH∣ shows
decreasing slope as riometer absorption increases.

Figure 4. Output of daytime neural network model as in Figure 3. ELF still increases with ∣DH∣ with
decreasing slope as riometer absorption increases.
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ELF amplitude still linearly increases with ∣DH∣, with
higher absorption values corresponding to smaller propor-
tionality constants.

3.3. Ionosonde Results

[24] The result of the nighttime neural network using
DH and sporadic E critical frequency (f0Es) is shown in
Figure 5. The results are similar to the neural network
model using riometer absorption where the strongest ELF
for a given ∣DH∣ occurs at smaller values of f0Es and ELF
increases with ∣DH∣ with a proportionality constant that
decreases as f0Es increases. The slopes of the lines decrease
from 0.016 pT/nT to 0.005 pT/nT as f0Es increases from
1 MHz to 2.6 MHz before increasing slightly to 0.008 pT/nT
as f0Es reaches 5MHz. This is consistent with higher E region
densities favoring strong electrojets and DH more than ELF
generation in the lower D region resulting in lower propor-
tionality constants. Direct examination of ionograms for a
large number of cases could lead to a more nuanced under-
standing of what ionospheric conditions lead to better ELF
generation.

4. Experimental Summary

[25] Both the ∣DH∣‐Riometer and ∣DH∣‐Ionosonde sta-
tistical models show that ELF intensity increases with ∣DH∣
for any fixed value of riometer absorption or f0Es, respec-
tively. How much ELF increases with ∣DH∣ depends on
riometer absorption and f0Es, where higher values of either
lead to smaller increases in ELF intensity (smaller ELF/
∣DH∣ slopes) and smaller values lead to larger increases in
ELF (larger ELF/∣DH∣ slopes). Both riometer absorption
and f0Es are measurements of density in the lower iono-
sphere, indicating that for a given electrojet current, one
flowing through a less dense ionosphere is more favorable
for ELF generation than one flowing through a more dense
ionosphere. This is also consistent with Jin et al. [2009],
which showed ELF/∣DH∣ slope decreasing as peak values of
∣DH∣ in an interval increased as peak ∣DH∣ and density in
the lower ionosphere are both associated with increased
geomagnetic activity.

5. Theoretical Modeling

5.1. Methodology

[26] For a theoretical explanation of how ionospheric
density affects the electrojet current and ELF amplitude
relationship, we model the ELF generation using a HF
heating model to determine the ELF source current and a
full‐wave propagation model [Lehtinen and Inan, 2008] to
obtain the ELF source fields on the ground. In addition, we
calculate the height integrated steady state electrojet current
to determine DH, the change in the Earth’s north‐south
magnetic field detected on the ground.
[27] The HF heating component of the model is described

in detail by Cohen et al. [2010a] and builds off the work of
Tomko et al. [1980], Rodriguez [1994], Payne [2007], and
Moore [2007]. To summarize, the three‐dimensional model
uses a grid, which in this case is defined from 60–95 km in
altitude and spans 160 km in each horizontal direction. The
initial electron density and electron‐neutral collision fre-
quency are input at every grid point. A realistic beam pattern
of the HAARP array is used to compute the distribution of
HF power that enters the bottom layer of the model. The
model then computes how much HF power is absorbed. Any
remaining power is then propagated to the next higher layer
accounting for slowing and refracting the HF beam may
have undergone. The modified electron temperature and
collision frequency are also calculated at each altitude and
utilized in the subsequent time step. The modified kinetic
conductivity tensor can also be calculated from the modified
collision frequency. When the electron temperature reaches
sinusoidal steady state after several ELF periods of heating,
the model applies a Fourier series to the modified conduc-
tivity in the last ELF period to extract the magnitude and
phase of the conductivity at the modulation frequency.
Applying Ohm’s law to the modified conductivity tensor
and an assumed electric field vector yields the modulated
currents at every point in the grid.
[28] In order to determine the electromagnetic fields on

the ground, the resulting currents are used as an input in a
full‐wave propagation model [Lehtinen and Inan, 2008].

Figure 5. Output of nighttime neural network model showing predicted ELF amplitude versus input
values of sporadic E critical frequency and ∣DH∣. ELF amplitude increases with ∣DH∣ but more so with
lower critical frequencies. Black dots indicate the measurements that were used to train the model. ELF
versus ∣DH∣ shows decreasing slope as critical frequency increases.
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The currents are placed in a larger three‐dimensional grid.
However, the ambient ionospheric parameters in this model
are horizontally stratified and not varying across space or
time. This allows for using Snell’s Law in a plane‐stratified
medium to compute reflection coefficients and mode am-
plitudes for each horizontal wave vector component. The
horizontal wave vector components are found from a spatial
Fourier transform over the horizontal currents. An inverse
Fourier transform of the computed modes then returns the
electric and magnetic fields over the three‐dimensional grid.
The restriction to plane‐stratified mediums is mitigated by
our intent to simulate fields at Chistochina, only 37 km from
HAARP where the ionosphere is not likely to vary sub-
stantially along the propagation path. The restriction also
allows the model to be run more quickly than other tech-
niques such as finite difference time domain simulations,
important when performing multiple simulations.
[29] Lastly, the ambient electrojet conductivity tensor is

calculated directly from the electron density and collision
rates of the ionosphere assuming they do not vary across the
horizontal direction. Assuming an electric field and applying
Ohm’s law gives the ambient currents. These are the DC
currents of the electrojet and entirely separate from the ELF
source current computed using the HF heating model. The
ambient currents are integrated in height and scaled according
toKamide et al. [1982] to obtain a simulated value forDH on
the ground.

5.2. Model Inputs

[30] Since both the ELF source currents and the electrojet
current scale linearly with the electric field, we assume a
constant (geomagnetic) northward electric field of 1 mV/m
and assume that changes in ELF generation and electrojet
current are due to changes in the electron density profile.
Density changes will affect the ELF conductivity modula-
tion and ambient conductivity differently and thus the ELF
and ambient currents differently. Because the D region is
poorly understood, reliable electron density profiles do not

exist. Three profiles that have provided good agreement
with experimental data in midlatitude lightning studies are
Profiles I, II, and III in the work by Pasko and Inan [1994].
The empirical model of McKinnell and Friedrich [2007] is
also available and uses solar zenith angle, riometer absorp-
tion, Ap index, and F10.7. The model incorporates data from
incoherent scatter radars, which are plentiful at higher alti-
tudes, but below 60 km, data are sourced from small
numbers of rocket measurements. As a compromise, we use
the McKinnell and Friedrich [2007] model but replace
electron densities below 82 km with an exponentially
decreasing profile consistent with Profiles I, II, and III. As
an input to the auroral ionosphere model, we use the latitude
and longitude from HAARP and time of 15 March 2008,
01:00 UT and a F10.7 value of 140. The actual F10.7 values
through 2008 were much lower due to an extended solar
quiet so a higher value was chosen as the McKinnell and
Friedrich [2007] model has better data coverage at the
higher F10.7 values. Ten ionospheric profiles were then
created by selecting 10 values of riometer absorption loga-
rithmically spaced between 0 and 2 dB and corresponding
values of Ap linearly spaced between 0 and 30. Figure 6a
shows each of the 10 electron density profiles colored by
the riometer absorption value used to create them. Higher
values of absorption generally lead to higher electron den-
sities. The HF heating model then determines the electron‐
neutral collision frequency using an empirical formula from
Banks [1966] and a neutral density profile from the MSIS
model. The HF heating simulation is conducted with a
vertical full‐power beam profile at 2.75 MHz in X mode,
consistent with the experiments used in the data set.
[31] The same electron density profiles are used in the HF

heating model, full‐wave propagation model, and the
ambient current calculation. In all cases we assume the
ionosphere does not vary horizontally at a fixed altitude. We
perform the HF simulation at altitudes from 60–95 km
where the majority of the ELF currents are produced. The
ambient current calculations are performed at a higher alti-

Figure 6. (a) Electron density profiles. (b and c) Resulting Hall and Pedersen ambient conductivities.
(d and e) Modulated ELF conductivities from simulation. The ambient conductivities increase with
electron density uniformly. Modulated ELF conductivities also increase with electron density with
decreasing altitude of peak modulation.
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tude range from 60–140 km (the maximum valid altitude of
the ionospheric density model) to include the higher altitude
range the electrojet flows through.

5.3. Model Results

[32] Figures 6b and 6c show the Hall and Pedersen con-
ductivities, respectively, computed directly from each of the
electron density profiles in Figure 6a. Both conductivities
are higher when the electron densities also increase, with the
Hall conductivity being more dominant than the Pedersen
conductivity especially above 100 km. Thus, elevated io-
nospheric densities indicated by higher riometer absorption
leads directly to elevated ambient conductivities in the
ionosphere and stronger currents for a given electric field.
[33] Figures 6d and 6e show the modified Hall and

Pedersen conductivities from the HF heating model at each
altitude in the center of the HAARP beam. In contrast to the
ambient conductivities these do not show an obvious trend as
ionospheric density increases. The modified Hall conduc-
tivity is generally larger than the Pedersen conductivity and
increases with altitude before reaching a maximum near 80–
90 km after which it drops off as most of the HF power has
already been absorbed. The altitude of this maximum de-
creases for profiles with higher ionospheric density a result
consistent with Payne [2007] and Barr and Stubbe [1984].
Current sources lower in altitude typically improve coupling
into the Earth‐ionosphere waveguide. However, while the
magnitude of the modified Hall conductivity increases with
higher ionospheric density below the peak altitude, above the
peak the modified conductivity decreases more rapidly for
the denser profiles. This is more apparent in Figure 7, which
shows the ratio between the conductivities simulated with the
most dense profile and least dense profile. For example a
ratio of 1 indicates that the conductivity for the most dense
profile is the same as for the least dense profile. The ambient
conductivity ratio is shown in the solid line and is the same
for both the Hall and Pedersen conductivities as they both
respond to electron density in the same way. The ambient

conductivity is an order of magnitude larger for the densest
profile compared to the least dense profile below 95 km. The
ratio for the modulated conductivity is smaller than the
ambient conductivity. The densest ionosphere actually pro-
duces less conductivity modulation than the least dense
ionosphere above 80 km (ratio less than 1). At most altitudes,
the ambient conductivity benefits more from a denser iono-
sphere than the modulated conductivity. To directly compare
the effect of different density profiles on the ambient DC
electrojet current and the modulated ELF source current, we
use the results of the full‐wave model to obtain the magnetic
fields on the ground.
[34] The outputs of the full‐wave model are shown in

Figure 8a along with the simulated value of ∣DH∣ obtained
from the ambient conductivities. Each point corresponds to
one of the ionospheric density profiles from Figure 6a with
its position showing the resulting ELF amplitude from the
full‐wave model against the resulting ∣DH∣ from the
ambient currents when normalized using an electric field of
1 mV/m. The points corresponding to the denser profiles
show increased ELF amplitudes, but this increase is smaller
than increases in ∣DH∣. For example, the point furthest right
has a ∣DH∣ value over twice as large as the point furthest to
the left but an ELF amplitude only 1.6 times as large.
[35] Since changes in the electric field would affect both

the ELF and electrojet fields linearly, the proportionality
constant between ELF and ∣DH∣ is fixed for a given density
and found by dividing the normalized ELF fields by the
normalized electrojet field. Figure 8b shows the ELF/∣DH∣
slope, ranging from 0.024 pT/nT for an absorption value of

Figure 7. The ratio between simulated conductivities for the
most dense ionosphere to conductivities for the least dense
ionosphere versus altitude. The ambient Hall and Pedersen
conductivities scale with electron density in the same way
and are higher with the most dense ionosphere at all altitudes.
The modulated Hall and Pedersen conductivities do not
improve as much as the ambient conductivities.

Figure 8. (a) Simulated ELF amplitude versus ∣DH∣ using
E = 1 mV/m using ionospheric density profiles generated
from riometer absorption values. (b) ELF amplitude/∣DH∣
slope versus the riometer absorption values. ∣DH∣ increases
more quickly with higher absorption than ELF amplitude,
resulting in decreasing slope of ELF/∣DH∣. (c) How ELF
amplitude and ∣DH∣ vary for each ionosphere as electric
field changes. For clarity only half the lines are shown.
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0.36 dB to 0.016 pT/nT for an absorption value of 2 dB.
Figure 8c shows an ELF versus ∣DH∣ plot for half of the
different ionospheric profiles. This plot is similar to Figure 8a
except that each point now sweeps out a line when the electric
field is varied. The slope of each line generally decreases with
denser ionospheric density.
[36] This range of proportionality constants is consistent

with that determined statistically. This also accounts for the
two distinct regimes in the example of 15 March 2008 from
Figure 1, where the quiet period corresponds to a higher
proportionality constant and a less dense ionosphere, and the
disturbed period to a lower proportionality constant and a
more dense ionosphere. There is however an increase in
slope with higher riometer absorption when the absorption
was between 0.04 and 0.36 dB. This is likely due to the
ionospheric density profiles used. The density at low alti-
tudes increases with higher absorption, but it can decrease
at higher altitudes (Figure 6a) with the result that the
height‐integrated conductivity fails to increase as much as
expected. ELF generation improves slightly from the
enhanced low‐altitude density while ∣DH∣ remains roughly
constant leading to the increasing slope in this regime.
There is still an overall trend of decreasing slope with
higher absorption.

6. Discussion

[37] The results from the statistical and theoretical models
can provide insight into how natural ionospheric conditions
affect ELF generation. At nighttime, in the simplest case, if
ionospheric density is steady and there are only variations in
the electric field, then ELF generation and magnetometer
measurements will be well correlated. The proportionality
constant between the two is then related to ionospheric
density, which can be estimated using riometer absorption.
The statistical model showed this as a linear increase in ELF
intensity with ∣DH∣ for a fixed value of riometer absorption.
[38] Rapidly changing densities in the ionosphere however

can result in much less predictable behavior especially if the
electric field is also changing. In the statistical model, this
manifests as a decrease in the ELF/∣DH∣ proportionality
constant during periods of high riometer absorption or high
sporadic E critical frequency. During these periods of high
absorption, changes in ELF intensity are smaller than changes
in ∣DH∣. The theoretical model shows the same result and
confirmed that the effect was due to a denser ionosphere
resulting in increases in ambient conductivity and ∣DH∣
but smaller increases or decreases in HF modulated con-
ductivities and ELF. Both the statistical and theoretical
models predict similar changes in the ELF/∣DH∣ propor-
tionality constant from a range of 0.01–0.005 pT/nT for
the statistical model to a range of 0.024–0.016 pT/nT for
the theoretical model.
[39] The discrepancy between the values of the propor-

tionality constant from the theoretical and statistical models
is likely due to underestimation of the magnetometer mea-
surement in the theoretical model. The ionospheric profiles
from McKinnell and Friedrich [2007] stop near 140 km
though currents above that altitude may still contribute to
magnetic deviations on the ground. It is also possible that
the statistical model is underestimating the proportionality
constant at very low absorption values. In quiet cases where

background conductivity is very low, but electric fields are
changing substantially, ELF amplitude can change signifi-
cantly despite little response in the electrojet and thus
magnetometer. In such cases, it does not make sense to
assign a proportionality constant between ELF amplitude
and ∣DH∣ as the two quantities are essentially uncorrelated
and a neural network model will tend to simply give an
average value for the ELF output. If such a proportionality
constant were to be assigned, it would approach infinity and
a plot of ELF amplitude versus ∣DH∣ (e.g., Figure 8c) would
be a vertical line. These conditions are conducive to strong
ELF generation despite little signature of an electrojet on
magnetometers because of very low conductivity. Examples
of such conditions can be found in Kirkwood et al. [1988],
which also concludes that short intervals of strong electric
fields can precede substorm onset by 2–20 min, a result
consistent with the sudden increase in ELF intensity before
substorm onset in Figure 1.
[40] Results from the theoretical model may also explain

negative correlation between magnetometer measurements
and ELF generation such as reported by Jin et al. [2009].
For example if the electron density (and ambient conduc-
tivity) increase substantially, but the electric field weakens
slightly, the electrojet may intensify as the increased con-
ductivity overcomes the reduced electric field while ELF
generation weakens as the decreased electric field overcomes
any gain in modulated conductivities. There are points in
Figure 8a, including the second and third points, where for a
fixed electric field, ELF intensity actually decreases when
∣DH∣ increases, allowing for negative correlation if the
ionosphere is changing in this region without any change in
the electric field.
[41] Radar measurements of electric field over HAARP

would help complete our understanding of how ELF gen-
eration is affected by natural conditions. However, it may
also be possible for ELF amplitude to be used in an inverse
model to determine electric fields when the ionosphere is
not significantly changing. ELF generation is reliable and
sensitive to electric fields even when magnetometers do not
detect any electrojet and riometers do not detect any
absorption making it a potentially powerful diagnostic.

7. Conclusion

[42] We have presented both statistical and theoretical
models showing that ELF amplitude is linearly related to
∣DH∣. At nighttime the proportionality constant can be
determined by riometer absorption or sporadic E layer critical
frequency and decreases as absorption or critical frequency
increases. During disturbed conditions, the E region electron
density and conductivity increases resulting in a much
stronger electrojet and higher ∣DH∣. Even if D region density
also increases, the gain in ELF intensity is much smaller.
Increases in electric field which also contribute to the stronger
electrojet are the larger factor in better ELF generation during
increased geomagnetic activity. During the daytime, E layer
critical frequency is a slightly better diagnostic of ELF gen-
eration than riometer absorption.
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